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SPx AV
Audio & Video Distribution
and Recording
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SPx AV

SPx AV is Cambridge Pixel’s audio and video streaming software, which allows
audio and video data from multiple sources to be compressed, distributed
and recorded. The server software is available as an executable application
(SPx AV-Server) or as a C++ library (middleware), allowing users to write their
own server application if they wish. The server software is accompanied by
client libraries that support the receipt, decompression and display of video on
Windows and Linux displays.

SPx AV supports a number of different input sources and compression technologies, providing the
user with a flexible framework to build their system around. This approach means that the user is not
restricted to specific capture hardware or compression methods and is free to specify their own
system architecture.

Video Compression and Decompression
The volume of data created by video sources is potentially very large.
Compression is therefore usually necessary in order to accommodate this
data. SPx software works with COTS hardware and modern compression
technologies, such as H.264, to achieve substantial reductions in data
volumes. Standard CPUs and GPUs can be utilised for compression
and decompression, alongside their existing processing requirements.
SPx AV software exploits the enormous power of the GPU to provide
hardware-accelerated H.264 video compression or decompression
inexpensively.
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Flexible Architecture

SPx AV software is not tied to specific, proprietary hardware. Instead it is
designed to be flexible and modular, utilising both software and available
hardware as appropriate. The software can detect which input sources and
compression methods are available, selecting the most appropriate encoding for
a given input source automatically.

SPx AV can take its input from a DirectShow or Media Foundation compatible device. This makes it
compatible with a wealth of COTS video capture hardware including PCI and PCIe cards as well as
webcams and other USB devices. The Matrox Morphis JPEG2000 capture and compression card is
also directly supported, along with the Tech Source Condor VC100x.
The SPx AV software can also take advantage of the power of GPUs to offload the compression or
decompression of video using the H.264 algorithm. This saves valuable CPU resource, whilst requiring
only that an inexpensive COTS graphics card is present.
Configuration files provide a convenient method to save and restore a particular system setup. The
configuration is saved as a set of logically named parameters within a human-readable ASCII text file,
making it easy to manage multiple files and perform simple edits on them if required.

Benefits of Digital Distribution
Distribution and switching of analogue video is extremely expensive
and inflexible, requiring dedicated cabling and specialised switches.
Transmitting video digitally however, allows the user to take advantage
of infrastructure that may already be in place (Ethernet is ubiquitous).
Compression allows several video streams to be present within a modest
amount of network bandwidth. As network bandwidths continue to expand,
so too does the capacity to add additional video streams. With a digital
distribution system, additional nodes can be added readily, simply by
connecting them to the video network. Furthermore, by using IP multicast,
there is no additional network overhead associated with adding additional
clients and each client may have access to any of the videos
on the network.

cambridgepixel.com
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Network Video Distribution

Digital video distribution utilises the common Ethernet network infrastructure
already present in many instances. Digital distribution systems provide the
following key benefits over analogue equivalents:
Readily scalable – additional input or display nodes can simply be added to the network
Many-to-many switching – each display node can access each video source that is
present on the network
Utilises existing infrastructure – Ethernet networks are ubiquitous, eliminating the need
for specialist switches and custom cabling

The use of IP multicast means any number of clients may connect to the same video stream without
imposing any increase in network load. Each client may subscribe to any of the videos available on
the network. A single server may be connected to several video sources, distributing each of their
videos on separate multicast addresses to any number of clients.
All video data received from an SPx AV server is packaged in Cambridge Pixel’s standard SPx data
format. This means that the video can readily be received and displayed by other SPx applications
(e.g. RadarView radar display client), providing a clear path to integrated radar and video display
applications.

Quality of Service
Video data packets from an SPx AV server are numbered and include a unique server ID, a channel
number and an incrementing frame or field number. This enables clients to select which server they
connect to and which channel, or channels, of video they receive. It also enables clients to determine
whether any of the video data been lost during transmission or if packets have been received out of order.
Transmission of video may be controlled automatically, to reduce data bursts on the network and
warnings are provided if data cannot be distributed in real time or if packet loss is occurring.
Transmission may also be adjusted automatically in the event of network overload. Each channel may
be assigned a priority, with lower priority channels being affected first if the network becomes too
busy. Data rates may then be controlled by a configurable combination of sub-sampling and increased
compression. A channel may have a priority set such that it will not be subject to these data rate
reductions. This allows the user to make best use of the available bandwidth.
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Record and Replay

One of the core functions of the SPx AV software is the ability to write video
content to disk and to provide a replay function. The software allows the user
to record a video input at the same time as transmitting it across the network.
Several video streams may optionally be multiplexed together within the same
recording file, allowing for guaranteed synchronised playback of the individual
streams from the server.

Recording files are fully indexed, allowing for fast navigation to a chosen time point, which is essential
for large recordings.
The timestamp information within recordings is derived from the local system clock. This means that it
is simple to achieve accurate time-stamping and synchronisation of multiple recordings or multiple
servers by using a time source, such as NTP or GPS, to set the system clock.

Feature Summary
Video input from various sources, including:
Hardware capture
Webcam
Network AV server
File replay
Screen capture

Quality of service support
Graphical monitoring tools
Low latency
Automatic latency analysis

Video compression
JPEG-2000 (lossless and lossy)
H.264 (MPEG-4 Part 10,
Advanced Video Coding)
Windows Media Video
Audio compression
WMA (lossless and lossy)
AAC
Streaming of video and audio onto network
Record and replay of video and audio

Support for metadata
Windows and Linux support
Support for the widely used Pelco-D camera
control interface
Client-side library support for:
Data receipt,
Decompression
Display
Server control and status reporting
Automatic decoder selection

Flexible, extensible software architecture
AV Server executable application
C++ software library available
Not tied to specific hardware or platform

cambridgepixel.com
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Java Graphical User Interface

The SPx AV-Server application supplied by Cambridge Pixel runs as a
background process, presenting the user with a simple socket command
interface. A Java GUI is available that communicates with the SPx AV-Server and
provides all its controls and features in a user-friendly, graphical control window.

The Java interface runs as a client to the SPx AV-Server and is capable of listening to the network for
available servers. Once a server has been selected by the user and a connection established, the Java
interface provides full control over the server’s operation.
Full control over the SPx AV-Server application
Graphical status reporting (CPU and network loading, data rate and latency)
Preview window: displays thumbnail of current video source
Client connection information
Runs on Windows and Linux

Client Interfacing
A C++ client library is available that provides full control over the server’s operation and also simplifies
the receipt and display of network video. Client applications built using the client library may control
all aspects of the server’s operation. For example, the client may select how a video being received by
the server is encoded, whether the incoming video should be recorded and which file should be
chosen to replay. SPx AV supports the use of native display visuals on both Windows and Linux
systems, making it easier for the application programmer to integrate video into existing code and not
requiring the use of additional, third-party software. The client library provides dynamic automatic
selection of the most appropriate available decoder based on the input video encoding. This can
reduce the amount of application code required and enables the client application to handle changes
in video encoding automatically. Comprehensive example client application code is supplied, to help
developers write their own applications quickly.

Monitoring
SPx AV-Server provides a number of monitoring and diagnostic features to aid the user in ensuring that
the system is appropriately configured and performing as desired. Among these facilities is the ability
to measure the latency between video transmission and receipt and display by the client. The SPx
AV-Server also sends regular heartbeat messages onto the network, containing information about
the status and health of the server. These messages can be used to alert the user to a number of events,
including: loss of input source data, loss of data during encoding, network or processing overloads.
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Typical Applications

SPx AV software is part of the Cambridge Pixel SPx family and therefore
integrates easily with SPx radar software to provide complete command and
control systems. However, its uses are not limited to radar or command and
control applications. SPx AV software can be used wherever multiple users may
wish to see video from a number of sensors or wherever video recording from
one to many sensors is required.

Application 1 – Video Distribution Server:
One or more video sources are connected to
an SPx AV server system. The server captures,
compresses and streams the video data across
a network. Multiple independent clients are
connected to the network and each may receive
data from any of the video sources.
Shipboard command and control, where
multiple sensors must be visible to many
different operators and analysts.
Security stations, where a guard or observer
is monitoring the information from several
different CCTV cameras.
Military situation awareness, where
information from different sensors must
be available to several viewers independently
and on request.
Video conferencing, where a single video
is to be distributed to a large number of
disparate display nodes.

Application 3 – Video Record
and Replay Stations:
One or more video sources are connected to
an SPx AV server system. The server has access
to mass storage (either locally or networked),
it captures, compresses and writes the
compressed video data to mass storage.
The recordings may then be replayed at a
later time back through the server.

Application 2 – Integrated Radar
Applications:
SPx AV-Server may be used alongside Cambridge
Pixel’s primary radar processing and display
software to create a fully integrated radar and
video command and control application.
Typically, an operator may wish to be able to select
a target within a radar display window and for
the video window then to display an optical
sensor’s view of the same target automatically.
The application software must be able to control
the optical sensor, providing “slew-to-cue”
functionality.
Coastguard and naval applications,
monitoring suspicious maritime movements.
Airport intruder detection systems, surveying
the runways and perimeters
for intruders.
Traffic monitoring systems, automatically
providing a visual display of an incident.

Application 4 – Video Processing
Applications:
Some applications require highly qualitative or even
quantitative analysis of video content, for example
optical target tracking. In these cases the video
must be available to the user as discrete, selfcontained frames without any compression
artefacts. SPx AV-Server can support such
applications through the use of capture hardware
that provides mathematically lossless JPEG2000
compression.

cambridgepixel.com
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SPx AV Product Options

SPx AV-Server Configuration Options
All versions of SPx AV-Server application support: audio, metadata, QoS control, GUI
monitor/control, hardware or GPU-assisted software compression/decompression, configuration
from parameter file.

Version

Supported Input
Sources

Standard
Version

Extended
Version

General

Direct Show compatible devices.
Screen/Windows capture

Supports up to 4
video sources.

Supports up to 8
video sources.

Part number: 173-200

Part number: 173-201

Supports 1 Matrox
Morphis card for 2
channels of video.

Supports 2 Matrox
Morphis card for 4
channels of video.

Part number: 173-202

Part number: 173-203

Supports 1 Condor card
for 2 channels of video.

Supports 2 Condor card
for 4 channels of video.

Part number: 173-204

Part number: 173-205

Hardware
JPEG-2000

Hardware
H.264

As General + Matrox
Morphis (JPEG-2000) card

As General + Tech Source
Condor VC100x card

SPx AV Server Development Library (173-100):
In place of SPx AV-Server, a custom server application may be written using the Server Development
library. This provides more flexibility for building customised solutions. A runtime licence for the
custom server is needed.
SPx AV Client Development Library (173-110):
Supports the receipt of multiple streams of video/audio and handles decompression and display.
Library is provided with full documentation, examples and technical support from Cambridge Pixel.
Library may be used with SPx AV-Server application or custom-developed server using SPx AV Server
Development Library. A runtime licence is needed for clients application built using this development
library.
SPx AV Custom Server Runtime Licence (173-500):
This is only needed when a custom server is developed using SPx AV Server Development Library.
SPx AV Client Runtime Licence (173-510):
This licence is needed for all client applications developed using SPx AV Client Development Library.

Your Local Distributor

New Cambridge House Litlington Royston Hertfordshire SG8 0SS UK
+44 (0) 1763 852749 enquiries@cambridgepixel.com

cambridgepixel.com
Document Number: CP-16-173-01
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